Post Scav Victory Minutes
For May 18th 2004
(yes, we know, a bit delayed. Sorry. Oh, yeah, there’s supposed to be a theme.
Ummmm…well…we’ll just use scav victory as our theme. that seems to work for
everything else)
We commenced the meeting with various celebrations of our grandeur, mourning as well
the empty, hallow shell of that building by Bartlett. How do they live? How can they
survive, knowing … dare we say it … knowing that they live in buildings the color of
Margaret’s leggings in 1986? But let us not dwell on these points. After all, ignorance is
bliss.
Anna is invisible. In other words, I can’t quite see her over the podium. She is excited
about a Scav 2004 T-shirt, designed by Larry, which is currently in the works. The
proceeds will go to next years Scav. Sign up at the front desk.
Beautification Day is Monday May 31st . That’s Memorial Day, by the way. There will
be some games, some planted flowers, some barbeque, and huge wads of giant roasting
flesh (lamb). Please sign up at the front desk. Also, donate your meal points. Robin and
Jeremy are also requesting a conch shell. Oh, and does anyone happen to have a pair of
glasses …
Friday June 4th is the HITCHCOCK FILM FEST. This is our opportunity to be artsy and
express our unconscious in a form that is both digestible and obscuring. There will be a
year in review, in which Brian Karfunkel humiliates himself. There will be some student
productions, some prizes, some glory, some armor, some muscle … oh wait, sorry, wrong
movie. Anyway, make something! Robin and Jeremy have cameras for you to use!
According to Claire, the clothes are getting picked up Wednesday. But you know Claire.
Who knows. Maybe she gave them to the aliens living in her closet (we know, we know
Claire. Don’t think we haven’t noticed. We know how you do that thing with your
arms).
Treasurer seems to think we still have money. It is unclear.
Social Chair Lauren proceeded to discuss elaborate plans for camping at the Indiana
Dunes. The citizens of Hitchcock thought camping was a nice idea, but it might be too
much effort to go to Indiana. I mean, to drive a car. To leave Hyde Park. To leave the
quad.
So, camp out this weekend, Saturday night May 22nd … but only for the strong, who are
willing to pee in High Energy Physics

According to John, assasins is coming. Email him if you’re interested in the game. It
involves water guns and shooting people. A great outlet to express your
masculinity/revolt against the “Man”.
Shannon is excited that we won ultimate frizbee, soccer, and uh a few other things …
sorry, my pencil broke. We lost water tube water polo and volleyball, but we were sexy,
so its OK.
Mo – CLEAN YOUR KITCHEN CRAP
IHC various things are occurring
1) democracy has been streamlined
2) council of sustainability is now headed by Seren
3) as a result, we are experiencing various environmental catastrophies
4) something about … Ibrahimic loyalists … we’re not really sure
5) Seren got a date
6) Just kidding
Julia told us about the gossip at Bartlett. New flavor sheets are applied to the chicken to
make it taste yummy. What a flavor sheet is, we are not exactly sure. A bedsheet?
Maybe the chickens are tired. Maybe we should stop eating them. They’d like to take a
nap. There are some new condom dispensers and … yeah …

We have just realized that these are perhaps the most retarded minutes ever. Fortunately
for us, you’re sitting on the toilet, and have nothing else to do except read what we have
to say. Having made this realization, we shall move on to ….
Masters: Alvin Ailey Dance people will dance…and you can watch them. Apparently
no one in Snell wants to, so there are still spots. Get them while you still can!
1: just when you though scav was over there are new additions to the website. E-mail
Larry your pictures and video so the whole dorm can enjoy
2: filled w/ happy people who just got in off of the waitlist! Ok, that didn’t really happen
at the meeting, but we’re so happy we thought we would announce it anyway.
3: cool
4: sick (and filled w/ loser. that’s right Brian. filled with loser)
5: proclaims section 3 “Section of Mystery” no one cares
RCA: proposes that NSIT get a new motto: “We’ll fix it later”
@ large: Joe was happy top return to a victorious dorm. Wants his spoons back.

Snell: good
SCAV: LAUREN AND KO ROCK! WE WANT TO HAVE LOTS AND LOTS OF
THEIR BABIES! METAPHORIC BABIES, OF COURSE, BECAUSE OTHERWISE
THAT WOULD BE JUST REALLY REALLY ICKY. SERIOUSLY GUYS, WE LOVE
YOU BUT NOT IN THAT WAY.
n put names on receipts and give to R&J
n ideas for captains next year?
n Lost stuff? There is a handy list for your benefit at the front desk
n Sign the H-S globe in the rec room (may be permanent fixture)
n Wrench disassembled but “still around” (v. cryptic)
n There will also be weekly scav victory bbqs every Sunday
Meanwhile, back at the ranch:
Julia and Shelly want a slumber party at the top of section 5 w/ lots of girlie-ness!
Hooray!
Pedicure w/ Robin Friday of Memorial Day Weekend
Over and out, good buddy…

“I give you my love.” U2
“Whatever words I say, I will always love you.” U2
“Sweetness, I was only joking when I said I’d like to crush your head in with a pin.”
Morrissey

“Lets sing. Sing the way you’ll sing when you go begging in the courts and embassies.
Laugh. Otherwise it will be so tragic you’ll go flying out the window.” Genet
“How long to sing this song?” U2

“And herein lies a crucial difference between love and death: within the human realm
love is a psychological force; death is not.” Johnathan Lear

